Changes in nucleotide sequences, or mutations, accumulate from generation to generation in the genomes of all living organisms. The mutations can be advantageous, deleterious, or neutral. The goal of this project is to determine the amount of advantageous mutations it takes to get human (Homo sapiens) DNA from the DNA of genetically distinct organisms. We do this by collecting the genomic data of such organisms, and estimating the amount of mutations it takes to transform yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) DNA to the DNA of a human. We calculate the typical number of mutations occurring annually through the organism's average life span and the average mutation rate. This allows us to determine the total number of mutations as well as the probability of advantageous mutations. Not surprisingly, this probability proves to be fairly small. A more precise estimate can be determined by accounting for the differences in the chromosomal structure and phenomena like horizontal gene transfer.
MOTIVATION
What is the likelihood of humans (Homo sapiens) coming about by the route of evolution? Embryology, studies of the DNA sequence homology, and radiometric dating seem to confirm the theory of evolution and prove that this likelihood is very high. We can, without a doubt, see populations changing as they adapt to changes in their environment. Harmful bacteria developing immunity to certain antibiotics is one example.
Instead of discussing microevolution, however, we concentrate on evolutionary changes happening over much larger periods of time. One seemingly common critique of long-term evolution used by many creationists is the lack of time needed for the evolution to lead from bacteria to the modern human being. Therefore the objective of this paper is to use the knowledge about mutations that occur from generation to generation to calculate the probability of finding enough useful genes in each generation for such a transformation to take place. An egregiously high percentage of necessary advantageous mutations would serve to discredit the idea of slow adaption over time from generation to generation. A low percentage would be expected for pragmatic adaption over time. 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND SOLUTION APPROACH
We have collected the genomic data on various species (see Table 1 in Appendix). The list includes a relatively simple, single-celled eukaryote (yeast), as well as more complex organisms whose biological organization closer resembles that of human. We also include the estimate of similarity between these species' genomes and the human genome (Table 1) .
Average lifespan. Our first goal is to use the data in Table 1 We use yeast as a representative eukaryote of Proterozoic Eon, which gives the life span estimate of 90 min or 1.711×10 -4 years. For Phanerozoic Eon, the rest of species listed in Table 1 give 4.725 years. The overall average is calculated by the following expression:
years per generation. for all of the considered species. Compared to the other species we selected, Saccharomyces cerevisiae is most representative of early eukaryotes that existed during the first 2 billion years.
Mutations.
We take this fact into account in the above equation of the weighted average.
Dividing the average amount of mutations by the average life expectancy above gives a rough estimate of the average amount of mutations per year, i.e., mutations per year.
Percent Advantageous Mutations.
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae will be used in order to find the number of genes that are different and give a rough estimate of how many mutations had to be advantageous and stay throughout time.
There are approximately base pairs in common between the yeast genome and the human genome. Thus, there must be advantageous mutations.
The mutations per year (assuming each point mutation is a change of an already existing nucleotide) will now be used to calculate the amount of mutations that could have occurred since the rise of eukaryotes through a single line of organisms slowly changing from generation to generation. This result, in turn, will be used to calculate the probability of getting a beneficial genome. Our calculation accounts for only the last 2.5 billion years because this is the time elapsed since the appearance of the first eukaryotes. Thus we get (mutations per year) (years) mutations total since eukaryotes originated, and or gives the probability of acquiring the needed beneficial mutations.
DISCUSSION
This means that approximately of all mutations that occur in each generation would have to be beneficial in order for the transition from single-celled eukaryotes to be pragmatic. This, however, does not account for other phenomena such as horizontal gene
transfer. The presented model also assumes that natural selection is working at a constant rate that never allows beneficial genes to become extinct. The expected rate of acquiring beneficial genes from mutations would actually be even lower when considering these and other phenomena that cause modification of genomes over time.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The resulting percentage of maximum beneficial mutations is relatively small. It shows that the number of beneficial mutations found in nature does not need to be high in order for the species to undergo cladogenesis. Researchers investigating this problem in the future should also account for the horizontal gene transfer and use a wider variety of species.
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